REFERENCE BOOKS for Semester 3

CC 5 Sociological Foundation of Education
2. Sociology- A. Giddens. Wiley India Pvt. Ltd.
5. Educational Sociology - A. Banerjee. (Bengali Translation available)

BENGALI BOOKS:
7. ShikshasroyiSamajtantra- B.Panda. Kolkata
8. ShiksharSamajbaigynanicBhitti- Dr.Sonali Chakraborty. Shobha, Kolkata

CC 6 Educational Organisation, Management and Planning

BENGALI BOOKS:

CC 7 Guidance and Counselling
2. Guidance And Counselling in College and University - S.K. Kochar. Sterling Publishers

BENGALI BOOKS:
5. SangatiBidhaneNirdeshonaOParamarshadan- Dr. Subir Nag, Dr. Gargi Dutta, Rita Book Agency, Kolkata.

SEC A

Communication Skills


BENGALI BOOK:

Skill For Democratic Citizenship

2. Introduction To The Constitution Of India - D.D. Basu. Prentice Hall Of India Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi. (Bengali Translation also available - BharaterSangbidhanParichay)
5. The Indian Penal Code Ratanlal and Dhirajlal, - Justice K.T. Thomas and M.A. Rashid. Lexis Nexis (Bengali Translation available –BharatiyaDandabidhi)
6. The Gazette Of India, Ministry of Law and Justice available online.
7. Pdf of The Constitution of India available online.
Semester 5

Suggested Readings for **CC 11 (Measurement & Evaluation in Education)**:

1. Anastassi A. *Psychological Testing*, Dorling Kindersley India

**Bengali:**

7. Sarkar Dr. Amalkanti *Shikshay Parimap ebong Mulyayan*, Rita Book Agency

Suggested Readings for **CC 12 (Statistics in Education):**

3. Mohanty B. Misra S. *Statistics for Behavioural and Social Sciences*, Sage
8. Sharma R.A. *Elementary Statistics in Educational Psychology*, R Lall (Bookman)

**Bengali:**

Same as CC 11
DSE for Semester 5

DSE A : Option 1: Peace and Value Education

Suggested Readings:

1. Arulsamy S. *Peace and Value Education*, Neelkamal Publication
2. Charles K. & Selvi V.A. *Peace and Value Education*, Neelkamal Publication
5. Singh S. *Global Peace & Value Education*, Utkarsh Publication

DSE A Option 2. Educational Thought of Great Educators

Suggested Readings:

1. Puri Mohit. *Great Indian Thinkers on Education*, APH Publishing
3. Taneja V.R. and Taneja S. *Educational Thinkers*, Atlantic

Bengali

1. Paul Dr. Abhijit Kumar. *Mahan Shikshabidganer Katha*, Classique Books
2. Datta Dr. Gobindapada & Mitra Dr. Gangaram *Shikshatatwta o Mahan Shikshabidder katha*, Naba Prakashani

DSE B Option1. Teacher Education

Suggested Readings:

1. Bhattacharyya Dibyendu ed. *Teacher Education*, JOEAC, Kolkata
2. Dash B.N. *A New Approach to Teacher Education in the Emerging Indian Society*, Neelkamal
3. Rao, Digmurti B. *Teacher Education in India*, Discovery Publishing House
6. Ravi V. *Teacher Education*, Laxmi Book Publication
8. Mohan, Radha *Teacher Education*, PHI Learning Pvt. Ltd

Bengali:
1. Chakraborty, Dr. Anirudhdha Islam Md Nizarul *Shikshak Shikshan Mulyayan*, Classique Books

Semester 5

**DSE B Option 2: Open and Distance Learning**

Suggested Readings:

1. Sharma, *Distance Education*, Prerna Prakashan
2. Panneerselvam S.K. *Distance Education for National Development* APH Publishing House
3. Sharma Anita. *Distance Education*, Global Publications
4. Sharma Madhulika. *Distance Education and Open Learning*, Kanishka Publishers
Semester 6

Suggested Readings for **CC 13 (Psychology of Adjustment):**

2. Chauhan S.S. *Abnormal Psychology*, Vikas Publishing House
3. Mondal J. *Mental Health Mental Disorder and Psychotherapy*, Sova

**Bengali:**

2. Ghosh Dr. Sanat Kumar. *Shikshay Sangati Apasangati ebong Nirdeshana*, Classique Books

Suggested Readings for **CC 14 (Basic Concept of Educational Research):**


**Bengali:**

DSE for Semester 6

Semester 6

DSE A Option 1: Gender and Society

Suggested Readings:
1. Mete J. Biswas P. Pandey P. *Gender and School Society*, Rita Book Agency
2. Sharma Dr.K.K. Miglani Dr. Punam Sreekand Dr. Pratibha *Gender, School and Society*, Bookman 21st Century Publications
3. Kumar Dr. Dalvinder Kumar, Rani A. and Bala R. *Gender, School and Society*, Nirmal publication

Bengali:
1. Chakraborti P.K. *Lingga Vidyalaya ebang Samaj*, Rita Publication

Semester 6:

DSE A Option 2: Population Education

Suggested Readings:

Bengali:

Semester 6

DSE B Option 1: Human Rights Education

Suggested Readings:
Semester 6

DSE B Option 2: Women and Society

Suggested Readings:

2. Aggarwal J.C. *Recent Developments and Trends in Education*, Shipra
Reference Books for Semester IV CBCS System

**CC-8 (TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION)**

1) *Modern Trends in Educational Technology* by Prof. Jagannath Mohanty
2) *Advanced Educational Technology* by S.K. Mangal (P.H.I Publication)
3) *Educational Technology and Management* by Dr. Dipti P. Bhatt
4) *Educational Technology and Computer Education* by Dr. M. Vaneja, Dr. S. Rajshekhar
5) *Elements of Educational Technology* by J.C. Agarwal
6) *Application of ICT in Education* by Dr. S. Arulsamy, Dr. P. Sivkumar
7) *Information and Communication Technology in Education* by Prof. T. Mrunalini, Dr. A. Ramakrishna
8) *Educational Technology and Management* (set of 2 Volumes) by Jogendra Kr. Sharma
9) *Advanced Educational Technology* by Janardan Prasad
10) *Educational Technology* by Suman Lata, H.L. Khatri

**BENGALI BOOKS**

1) *Shiksha Prajukti Bigyan* by Dr. Malay Kr. Sen
2) *Shiksha Prajukti Bigyan* by Dr. Kaushik Banerjee

**CC-9 (CURRICULUM STUDIES)**

1) *Instructional Technology and Curriculum Development* by Dr. Kolkila S. Thangasamy
2) *Curriculum Development* by Dr. T. Mrunalini
3) *Curriculum Development* by Dr. S. Arulsamy
4) *Innovations in Curriculum Development* by Prof. John Millin Sandeep
5) *Curriculum Development* by Peter. F Oliver

**BENGALI BOOKS**

1) *Pathakrame Neeti O Koushal* by Dr. Pranab Kr. Chakrabarti
2) *Pathakrame Charcha O Nirdeshona Daan* by Dr. Sonali Chakraborty
CC-10 (INCLUSIVE EDUCATION)

1) Inclusive Education for Children With Special Needs by Neena Dash
2) Inclusive Education by Naveen Kumar
3) Inclusive Education In India by Pratibha Jain & Anju Kapoor
4) Inclusive Special Education by Garry Homby
5) The Journey for Inclusive Education In The Indian Subcontinent by Mithu Alur & Michaele Bach
6) The Ecology of Inclusive Education by David Mitchell
7) Emerging Trends in Inclusive Education by Etash Ranjan
8) Educating the Marginalized - Right based Inclusive Education by Indrajit Dutta
9) Inclusive Education: A Contextual Working Model by Ashima Das
10) Inclusive Education by Dr. Sanath Kr. Ghosh

SEC-2A (TEACHING SKILL)

1) Notes on Teaching (Creative Press) by Shelly Hendricks, Russell Reich
2) Essential Teaching Skills (Oxford University Press) by Chris Kyriacor
3) Teaching the Core Skills of Listening and Speaking (A.S.C.D. Publication) by Erik Palmer
4) Teaching Skills (PEARSON India) by R.P. Pathak
5) Teacher Education by Radha Mohan
6) Teaching Skills and Strategies by S. Arulsamy
7) Skills and Strategies of Teaching by Anice James Jeyanth Alwan

SEC-2B (LIFE SKILL EDUCATION)

1) Life Skill Education by Dr. K. Ravikanth Rao & Dr. P. Dinakar
2) Life Skill Education by Dr. Rajesh Kr. Bhatt
3) Life Skills For The Students by Lacy D. Bofinger
4) Life Skills For The Students by Mina Kukreje
Suggested Reading

English

Principles and Practices of Education
B. R. Purkait
Central Book Agency

Educational Philosophy
U. C. Vashishthha
Kanishka Publishers

Theory and Principles of Education
J.C. Aggarwal
Vikash Publishing House

Modern Education
J. C. Chakraborty
Usha Publishing House

Philosophy and Principles of Education
A. Banerjee
B.B. Kundu Grandsons

Bengali

Shikha Darshan and Shikha Vigyan
Dr. Jagadindra Mondal
Classque Publication

Shikhan Darshaner Ruprekha
Dr. Avijit Kumar Pal
Classque Publication

Shikha Darshan and Shikha Niti
Archana Bandopadhyay
BB Kundu and sons
Shikhar Darshonic Bhti
Sanjeev Ghosh
Benerjee Publishers

Shikhon Tatoo O Shikha Niti
Gouri Das Halder and Prashanto Kumar Sharma
Benerjee Publishers

Shikhon Prosange Shikhon Tatoo O Pathokrom Charcha
Gouri Das Halder
Benerjee Publishers

Shikha O Unayan
Dibendu Bhattacharya
Pearsons

Shikha Tatoo O Shikha Darshan
Sushil Roy
Soma Book Agency
Suggested Reading

**English**

Essays in the History of Indian Education  
Aparna Basu  
Concept Publishing Company. New Delhi

Milestones in Modern Indian Education  
B. P. Purkait  
New Central Book Agency. Kolkata, India

Modern Indian Education - Policies, Progress and Problems  
C. P. S. Chauhan, C.P.S  
Kanishka Publishers, Distributors. New Delhi

The Development of Modern Indian Education  
Dayal Bhagwan  
Orient Longmans Limited. Bombay

Education in India – Past, Present and Future  
J. P. Banjee  
Central Library, Kolkata

History of Education in India  
N. Jayapalan  
Atlantic Publishers & Distributors, New Delhi

History of Indian education  
P. L. Rawat.  
Ram Prasad, Agra, India

History of Education in India,  
R.N. Sharma & S. K. Sharma, S.K.  
Atlantic Publishers & Distributors (P) Ltd., New Delhi

Education in India—Today and Tomorrow  
S. N. Mukerji  
Acharya Book Depot, Baroda, India
History of Education in India: Modern Period
S. N. Mukerji
Acharya Book Depot, Baroda, India

A students’ History of Education in India (1800-1965)
S. Nurullah & J. P. Naik
Macmillan, Bombay, India

History of Education in India during the British Period
S. Nurullah & J. P. Naik
Macmillan, London, England

The History of Education in Modern India, 1757-2012.
Suresh Chandra Ghosh
Orient Black Swan Private Limited, New Delhi

**Bengali**

Shikhar Etihas O Sampratik Ghotona Probaho
Dr. Aniruddha Chakroborty and Md. Nizairul Haslam
Classique Books

Bharatiyo Shikhar Etihas O Sampratik Samasya
Jyoti Prasad Bandopadhyay
Central Library

Shikhon Prosange Bharatiyo ShikharEtihas
Prof. Gaurdas Halder
Benerjee Publishers

Shikhar Vit O Sadhin Bharote Shikhar Agrogotir Etihas
Prof. Bhokti Bhushan Bhokta and Prof. Chandan Bhokta
O Aa Ko Kho Prakashoni (East Mednipur)

Bharote Shikhar Etihas
Prof. Gangaram Mitra
K Chakrobority Publishers

Shikhar Vikas
Ronajit Ghosh
Soma Book Agency
Sadhin Bharote Shikhar Vikase Dhara
Manjusha Taraффdar
K Chakroborty Publishers

Shikhar Bhitি O Vikas
Devashish Pal, Devashish Dhar, Madumita Dutta and Paromita Benerjee
Rita Book Agency

Adhunik Bharotiyo Shikhar Vikas
Gaurdas Halder and Prashanto Sharma
Benerjee Publishers
Suggested Reading

**English**

Principles and practices of Education
Archana Banerjee
B.B Kundu Grandsons

Principles and practices of Education
Biswa Ranjan Purkait
Central Book Agency

Modern Education
J.C. Chakraborty
Usha Publishing House

**Bengali**

Shikha Darshan O Shikha Niti
Archana Bandopadhyay
B.B Kundu Grandsons

Shikha Tottor Ruprekha
Dr. Nurul Islam
Shridhar Publishers

Shikha Totto O Shikha Darshan
Sunil Roy
Soma Book Agency